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absorption
read, $B_{\text{read}}$, 303
access control, 101
AGC (Automatic Gain Control), 283
amplifier
balanced output, 74
unbalanced output, 74
amplitude shift keying (ASK), 50
analogue part, 269
antenna
3D, 261
active, 264
balanced, 245, 246
coil, 223
compensated, 245
cubic, 261
etched, 223
figure of eight coil, 204, 244
for batch reading, 260
in aluminium tube, 252
loaded and tuned, 29
non-protected active, 265
non-synchronized or multiplexed, 258
passive, 264
printed, 223
protected active, 265
remote, 74
remote passive, 264
screened, 245, 247
shielded, 248
simple circular, square or rectangular flat, 242
synchronized, 255
three-dimensional, 261
applications
automobile, 261
supermarket gate, 260
areas
energy and communication, 308
ART, 93, 206
balun, 76, 155
balun system, 76
bandwidth at 3 dB, 304
base station, 3
batch reading, 264
battery-assisted systems, 266
Biot-Laplace law, 8
Biot-Savart law, 8
black hole, 257
BPSK, 64, 278
capacitance
hand, 252
parasitic, 237
tuning, 237
capacitance bridge, 71, 155
Carson-Laplace transform, 60
certification authorities, 308
choice of operating frequency, 90
circuit
complete equivalent transponder, 30
natural or physical, 20
circular coil, 231
closed distance, 111
closed systems, 76
coefficient
self-induction, 227
coil
circular, 232
coil on printed circuit, 231
coils
field generating, 304
Helmholtz, 304
reference, 305
sensing, 305
collision management, 277
deterministic, 281
probabilistic, 281
collision management mode
deterministic, 284
probabilistic, 284
complex form, 24
constants, 111
consumable products, 186
contactless smart card, 132
coupling coefficient, 25, 140, 296
coupling
magnetic, 16
minimum, 16
current
maximum, 219
current distribution, 179
current flowing in the antenna winding, 178
damping, 64
damping factor, 39
data sheet, 18
demodulator
analogue sampling synchronous (AST), 286
demonstration kit, 192
detuning, 136, 252
development tools, 300
DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform), 287
differential push-pull, 69
downlink, 6, 16
DSP, 287
duration of the pause Tp, 58
EAN, 93
electrical stresses, 119
EMC problems, 155
energy generation/load pair, 31
environment, 89
metallic and magnetic, 250
equivalent active dipole, 27, 29
equivalent voltage generator, 27
ERC 70 30, 93
Estimating and measuring k, 298
ETSI, 92, 100, 310
ETSI 300 155, 161, 330
ETSI limits, 200
far field, 14
FCC 47, part 15, 92, 100, 155
FFC 310
field
medium, 212
rotating, 262
strong, 212
threshold magnetic, 43, 137
very weak magnetic, 211
weak magnetic, 212
filtering, 79
flux
total, 26
usable, 26
Fourier analysis, 67
gaps in coverage, 286
gates, 241
harmonic, 68
H-bridge, 69
High Capacitance, 231
HITAG, 58
host, 5
hot spot, 220
human exposure, 310
I-CODE, 59
IATA, 93
ICNIRP, 310
impedance
global, of the transponder circuit, 46
internal, 27
impedance presented by the transponder, 177
induced voltage, 21, 140
inductance, 227
concept of, 226
induction, 7
threshold magnetic, 137
infrared measurement, 219
inlets, 189
ISO, 100
ISO 10536, 111
ISO 14 443 92, 111, 196
ISO 14 443 A, 59
ISO 15693, 59, 92, 111, 149, 196, 204, 209
ISO 18000, 196
ISO 18000 - 3, 92, 111, 149
ISO 18000 -6, 93
item management, 111

legal conformity, 309
light
  invisible, 312
  visible, 311
load modulation, 16
logarithmic decrement, 60
long range, 76
low-level library, 300

magnetic field, 7
magnetic flux, 14
magnetic induction, 8
magnetic permeability, 7
Manchester coded subcarrier, 64, 278
Manchester coding
  simple, 278
matching
  impedance, 77
maximum junction temperature, 169
maximum value of $Q_p$, 41
microcontrolled part, 270
Mifare 1, 59, 131
Miller bit coding, 59
mirror effect, 250
moulded coils, 300
Murphy's Law, 220
mutual inductance, 24, 295
  perfect, 295

near field, 13
notation
  conventional, 16
off-centre tuning, 54
operating range, 25, 141
output stage
  protected, 106
  unprotected, 104
parallel equivalent circuit, 20
parameters
  economic, 88
  functional, 88
  operational, 88
  physical, 87
standards-related, 88
usual, 111
passive keyless entry, 260
permeability, 227
power
  maximum, and temperature, 219
  radiated, 122, 163
power consumption of the integrated circuit, 18
power matching, 32
power transfer
  optimal, 32
presence of encoded bit with subcarrier, 279
presence of encoded bit without subcarrier, 278
price scanners, 241
protection
  of the antenna, 247
protection from light and X-rays, 311
proximity, 76, 99, 111
quality factor $Q$ of the transponder, 304
radiation characteristics, 115
rationalized equation of induction, 12
ready-made products, 17
regulator, 211
regulator function, 211
remote power supply, 5, 14
resonant frequency $f_{res}$, 304
response
  pulsed, 60, 67
  transient, 50
safe operating area (SOA), 286
selectivity of the antenna circuit, 67, 286
self-induction, 227
sequence of operations, 121
series configuration, 65
series/parallel configuration, 65
shunt, 211
shunt regulator, 56
skin effect, 80
smart labels, 186
Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), 310
Specification of an application, 87
spectrum
  radiated, 68
SRD, 93, 206
suppression of harmonic frequencies, 79
theoretical range, 25
thermal Ohm’s law, 219
thermal resistance, 219
threshold
  absorption, 303
  induction, 303
  minimum voltage, 56
time slot, 277, 284
transponder, 4
transponders in stacks, 54

UCC, 93
uplink, 5, 15

very near field, 13
vicinity, 99, 111, 203
voltage limiter, 56
voltage
  idle induced, 21
voluntary action, 101
weak collision, 277, 281
weak detection, 281
weak signal, 277, 278
weak signal detection, 278
World Health Organization (WHO), 94, 310
X-rays, 312
zero lines, 286, 308